JUNIOR PROM IS BIG EVENT OF THE WEEK
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suits, Monday afternoon, lasting from 4 until 7 o'clock. This was held on the second floor of Walpole employing two orchestras which furnished a continuous supply of lively dance music.

Activity Dance Voted Success

Participants were_enrolled and all present voted the dance a great success. As almost all present were activity men, it assumed the aspect of a farewell affair. Although bits of the orchestra are being cleared up, the academy orchestra will probably be heard again, if not this year, at least next year, to play some tunes, so as to ensure that everyone else, making the affair a great occasion.

Music was furnished by the "Tunamore" and "Society's" bands, which were playing at each end of the Trophy room where they played until the music was done, but the principal orchestra would play the moment necessary, so as to ensure that everyone would start to enjoy the evening's dancing.

Barnum Held Open House

The Barnum dance was held Open House as they had planned on Saturday night, thereby leaving their guests alone with the music. The affair was held at the same time as the Corporation Tea Dance was in progress and thus afforded a temporary respite from the latter dancing for those who tired quickly.

A battle of music was in progress among the Barnum and the Corporation Orchestras and Merry Peals Brunnock Record Orchestra, and they were racing to furnish the music so that everyone enjoyed the music of the Barnum Band.
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